Aptheker, Steinberg Debate Vietnam War

Terry Reddy

The Olive Press was the scene of a public discussion and debate on the Vietnam war yesterday evening. Eleven Harvard students from the group War go in or Die spoke out against the war, while Arnold Steinberg, Executive Director of the California Young Americans for Freedom, was invited to present the opposing point of view. Speaking for the peace movement, opposition was Miss Delina Aptheker, participant in the Berkeley Free Speech Movement, sponsor of the Student Mobilization Committee, and member of the American Peace Union.

Each speaker was allowed first a ten minute period in which to speak, after which the discussion was opened to questions from the audience. It attracted a crowd of over fifty people.

Speaking first, Mr. Steinberg declared that the pivotal issue was the Geneva Accords of 1964. After noting that he was not signed by either the United States or South Vietnam, he declared that one of the provisions was for a cessation of hostilities and claimed that on March 31st, first stated by the North Vietnamese, who failed to withdraw their men and arms from South Vietnam. He quoted Tom Dooley as saying that half a million people were prevented from moving south, also as an example of the withholding of aid by the South Vietnamese government. He avoided total defeat by getting the area administered by Malawi, which was economically dominated by S.A., but were caught by surprise when the area again escalated two hours early.

Visions and Historians were impressed by the extent to which many of the players identified with their roles, the aura of excitement and (and mild confusion) which surrounded much of the game, and the surprising degree of insight into International problems which many of the players showed.

The game this assembly and successfully recruited the aid of the United States, the United Kingdom, and the U.S.S.R. South Africa was therefore flown into the area to assist. The South African Army was in full military control of the area at the time the UN prepared to move in with force, the South African government decided to avoid further bloodshed (since most of it would be their own) and pull out. They avoided total defeat by getting the area administered by Malawi, which was economically dominated by S.A., but were caught by surprise when the area again escalated two hours early.

Visions and Historians were impressed by the extent to which many of the players identified with their roles, the aura of excitement and (and mild confusion) which surrounded much of the game, and the surprising degree of insight into International problems which many of the players showed.

Dr. Lucian Pye, on campus for the past two weeks, gave talks on Monday and Tuesday on China and Southeast Asia respectively. During the Monday night lecture, Dr. Pye gave his interpretation of the turmoil now taking place in China. He saw a two-fold problem, one the "cultural revolution" and two the problems of Chinese modernization.

To look at these aspects of the problem, Dr. Pye looked at some of the history and attitudes of the Chinese people. He saw a society which had been conquered by a hostile world and her own internal disorientation, and whose history of strong ideologies and strict order formed its pre-occupation. If one were to look far into the future, he saw a more stable China developing along the lines of the Russians.

In the Tuesday current events lecture, Dr. Pye talked on the past, present, and future of American aid to under-developed countries. In this case Southeast Asia. At first, Americans thought that the granting of independence to these newly formed states was a good idea. However, some U.K. technical aid would quickly solve all the problems. It took many years for us to realize the complexity of the road to modernization.

While we were learning about how to get the aid to these countries, we needed us, as was our custom in dealing with foreigners. They could not understand that we wanted appreciation, for our efforts, and even more, our constant dissatisfaction with our projects. The strain on the relationship became so critical just at the time when U.S. aid is needed the most, but Dr. Pye saw hope in the future as attitudes are changing.
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Editorial

Be Critical

Caltech students are very much aware of the consequences that accrue from their meek acceptance of everything thrown at them. Not only is this obviously in the sphere of social action, but it is also marked in the academic realm. We wonder very seri­ously, for example, whether students who accept that such people are incapable of becoming what they think, they are best suited to be: good scientists.

When the recent presidential report on the draft made headlines in the country, little but an undercurrent of dissatisfaction existed at Caltech. This is puzzling. Under the new recommendation, even the best physics student is in danger of being called to join the Army after graduation. Moreover, anyone who has been exposed to the university should be especially concerned that a roulette wheel might deny his sibling liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," let alone a college education.

That legislators who are deaf to the voices of young people pass laws that jeopardize our future is an ominous thought. This is especially revolting since their generation is the cause of the situation that confronts us. And what do Caltech students do to combat this evil? They stay away from speakers who might in­form them of the world situation. They take examinations which result in sending some of their less gifted friends overseas to fight. With the same effect, they allow the registrar here to in­form their draft boards of their class standing. And perhaps most tragic, they fail to impulse our influential President Du­Bridge to take a public stand on the issue.

The problem, the whole thing is that most students appar­ently believe that some miracle is going to keep them out of the Army. To be sure they are badly mistaken—unless of course they go to work for Dow and manufacture more napalm, in which case it would just be the very proof of their humanitarian efforts.

Our thesis now becomes this: if supposedly intelligent people show blind acceptance to a bureaucracy having little else but a grotesque value system, how can they ever become scientists? For the scientist must take nothing for granted; he must question and ponder. And if the student fails to manifest this critical thinking in his formative stages, he will never develop them while immersed in the paradigm of knowledge. We might also add the fact that the meek student who finds himself under a Cong bolt between his eyes is hardly destined for a noteworthy career.

—Les Fishbone

Letters

Crisis at Caltech

Editors:

Since coming to Tech, I have noticed a great decrease in student identity, a pruning of student participation in the surrounding force engulfing the campus. In recent weeks all these issues have gained a little more attention and I believe that Tech has reached a critical point in its history.

Vanishing Responsibility

The students of Caltech are more than capable of running their own affairs. Why then, is there no student sitting on the board of directors of Under­graduate Housing? The students, living in the Houses are in a better position to know the in­
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We cordially invite California Tech students and faculty members to bank with us.

We have all the services you need, and a good time doing it. A smile, a handshake, and a good deal. If you prefer, we'll tell you the story of Citizens.

We have a branch at Pasadena as well, and we're glad you came to visit.
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Let's face the fact that beer is a bit tricky. But the one beer that tastes like beer without any flavor jumping out at you (like hops, or an extra sweetness, or sometimes a sour or sharp taste) is Budweiser. For the student, this is because Budweiser is blended—by our Beehoveoog Weing. We want you to taste the beer, not the recipe. If anybody pulls a beer-tasting test on you, now you know how to win. Just follow your nose.

Budweiser
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Notice

Mobilization

Editors:

San Francisco and New York City will be the scenes of a na­tion­al spring mobilization to end the war in Vietnam on Saturday, April 15. The call to this mobiliza­tion is as follows:

“We, people from all walks of life, declare an end to our silence. We declare it particularly to the government of the United States. We address this call for action to all Americans whose lives are twisted by this war.

“We call all Americans to unite and mobilize in a movement to end the senseless slaughter of American GIs and the mass mur­der of Vietnamese.

“This national mobilization will affirm the will of the Amer­i­can people for peace in Vietnam and a new life for America and for all mankind. We speak to people around the world to mo­tiv­e the world to mobilize to stop the war in Vietnam. We declare not merely a protest but a beginning.

“Thousands of people are expected to take part in the march in San Francisco which will be­gin at 10 a.m. at Montgomery and Market Streets. This will be followed by a rally at Kezar Sta­dium with prominent speakers at approximately 3 p.m. We are confident of the integrity of the leadership of the National Peace March, James Bevel and the validity of the gathering which does not re­quire of the participants any special program allegiance other than the concern voiced in the call. We are going and several cars are available in our num­ber. In addition, bus transpor­tation is available for $10 or less for the round trip. We hope that a large number of persons from the Caltech community will join this mobiliza­tion traveling to San Francisco Saturday, April 15. We will travel Friday, be there for Saturday and return Saturday night or Sunday. Details available at Ext. 211.
CCLA’s Vigil Will Rap Abortion Laws

by Steve Johnson

California’s anti-abortion laws and State Legislature will be on the firing line this Saturday, April 8, when the California Committee to Legalize Abortion (CCLA) begins its campaign to update the existing statutes. The CCLA will hold a Vigil on the steps of the State Capitol Building in Sacramento as the first step in a series of protests and political moves. The Vigil will begin at 2 p.m. The list of speakers to be presented will be announced later. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Insulting Fraud

The immediate object of the Vigil will be the proposed “Therapeutic Abortion Act,” introduced into the California State Legislature by Senator Anthony Bollasen. The CCLA considers the proposed bill a fraud and an insult to the women of California. If passed, it will authorize the formation of abortion committees in California hospitals. These committees will pass judgment on whether “there is substantial evidence” to it, and willing to make some mistakes to learn from, you can have all the companionship you need.

If, on the other hand, you’re not mature enough, not enough of your own man, to be willing to give of yourself, you’re certainly not going to make any social progress. The Vigil will be a "sifting atmosphere" to a tapeworm, but Caltech isn’t designed for tapeworms. Daniel Villani

Students, if you need help in fulfilling your language requirement, inquire about tutoring services at BERLITZ, the Language Center, 170 South Lake Ave., Pasadena, CA 91106.
Would You Believe . . .?

by Mike Hemeny

Would you believe our uptight brothers in Pasadena now have an underground paper? Three days ago the Tech received a copy of the Flash of Pasadena, 16 pages, bound, issue number one. It was so well done that it is difficult to see it as a first issue.

My first question is, “Where do they get their bread?” With printing quality at least as good as ours, the Flash contained exactly seven (7) ads. Almost all were for lounge wear. This reader really vies, as the remaining (about) thirteen pages are stuffed with copy, photos, and drawings are numerous, and are of both news and artistic worth.

Flash of consciousness, my brothers in Pasadena now have articles, poems, editorials, etc. that compare with any article in the typical college paper, though. The typical college paper has about 16 pages, bound, issue number one. I would even place its written from the student viewpoint, albeit the extremely conscious student.

POPPORT

Seventeen “items” (i.e., articles, poems, editorials, etc.) included “Quible Censorship or Do College Editors Know What’s Happening?” (in general, “No!”); “Art In Pop Music”—the most coherent overview I’ve ever seen in print; an article on pot, censored from publication in PCO’s Cosmopolitan; and a longer article tracing the trials and tribulations of the SDS’s attempt to establish itself at PCO.

Caltech does not exist

Interestingly enough, Caltech does not exist in this first issue, and I wonder if it will in the future. Very few of us have any idea of “where it all is” and the more you are aware of your ignorance, the cooler you probably are. If it bothers you that something this groovy can pop right up in your own backyard without your knowledge (even after it came out!) then I would say the Flash is for you.

Although it is sold for ten cents every two weeks, at this writing I’m too out of it to find out where or exactly when. A subscription is probably definitely worth the trouble anyway; Two-tinny buys a year (twenty-six issues) and will be sent to the Flash of Pasadena, 128 Valley St., Pasadena Calif.

“Distinguished Public Servant” Visits;
Imaginations Run Wildly Rampant

by Kermit Khabitz

In one of his rare surprise public appearances former Vice President Richard “Shifty Dick” Toxin was on campus last Saturday to air his views on his recent trip to North Vietnam. Since November, former Vice President Toxin has made such rare surprise public appearances in 17 states on the average of twice a week. He explained that this non-political tour had been occasioned by the feeling of his New York-based law firm that more information was needed to enable them to deal with a vast clientele of war refugees, many of whom were resettling in buffalo and Uthica, and a small but growing number of self-made Vietnamese millionnaires. Toxin stated that he was amazed as well as tremendously impressed at the entrepreneurship shown by these merchants who rose to the occasion.

Meet a national resource named Steve

Steve is a cross-country track man, an artist, and an explorer of worlds that do not exist. That toothpick model is an attempt to study what lies beyond our three known dimensions.

At the 1966 International Science Fair, Steve won a ribbon for his theory of dimensions. But he didn’t stop there. He believes the number of other dimensions is limitless, and is hard at work proving it.

Why our interest in Steve? Because young people are our greatest national resource.

They deserve all the help they can get toward realizing their potentials.

Contribution to science fairs, providing scholarships and fellowships, refining tours and geology tours, and teaching materials for schools, are just some of the ways our Company shows its active interest in today’s young men and women.

Standard Oil is trying to help young people help themselves . . . and the world they live in.

The Chevron—
Sign of excellence

More Notices

GUIDES

Should you wish to make money as a campus guide, contact Bill Seigle in Suddick.

GRADS

Anyone having ideas as to what can be included in a possible Grad section of next year’s yearbook see Harvey Swift on Jan Haslind in Blacker. Anyone interested in working on such a section see the same.

ALPINE CLUB MEETING

There will be an Alpine Club meeting this Thursday, 7:15 p.m. in the F. Largo. Plans for a trip to Big Rock will be discussed.

Elections

The Young Democrats will hold elections Tuesday, April 11 at 7:30 p.m. in Clubroom No. 2. Candidates should show up early to get Ye Ole Railroad gang.

what good is religion?

Does it offer solutions to daily problems? Can religion meet humanity’s needs in practical ways?

Hear a neighborhood, challenging answers to these questions by an experienced teacher and practitioner of Christian Science—HEALING, NEIL H. BOWLES, C.S.B., of Atlanta, Georgia. Everyone is invited.

11:10 AM, Wednesday, April 12.
Dabney Hall of Humanities.
Sponsored by the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION.
Tech Swimmers Whip Riverside

The varsity swimming team had another successful outing Friday as they defeated UC Riverside by a score of 64 to 40. Due to the strange sized pool and a hard workout the day before to prepare for the league season, the times were not spectacular; but under the circumstances, there were some outstanding performances. Captain Henry DeWitt won the 66 2/3- and 100-yard freestyles. (The pool was 33 1/3 yards long, instead of the more common 25 yards long.) Gregg Wright won the 400-foot individual medley and the 200-yard breaststroke; Mahry Tyson took the 200-yard breaststroke. Both the 400-yard medley relay and the 400-yard freestyle relay were swept by the Beavers. Records were scored by Larry Hunt (500-and 1000-yard freestyle), Maarten Kallis, his classmate (200-and 100-yard freestyle), Mahry Tyson (400-foot individual medley), Tom Miller (200-yard butterfly), and Steve Johnson (diving).

Caltech Golfer Bow to Pomona; Harvey Mudd Is Next Opponent

Who is the greatest golfer in the world today? Arnold Palmer? Jack Nicklaus? Gary Player maybe be? Bobby Nichols? Well, whatever is, it’s clear that even he doesn’t win every tournament he enters. Then Caltech’s varsity golf squad is in the same category as the world’s greatest golfer, since the Beavers don’t win every tournament they enter either. Of course, the world’s greatest golfer doesn’t lose every tournament, either. But then neither does Caltech. There is a point, however, upon which this comparison fails to pieces: You see, the world’s greatest golfer wins enough tournaments to earn the respect of his opponents.

Caltech has failed to do this so far this year.

Respectable scores? Except for their first dual tournament of the season, in which they defeated Pasadena College 40-14, the Beavers have lost all of their six matches so far. Four of the five losses were to conference opponents. The most recent two losses came last Friday and last Monday. Both matches were against Pomona. The respect scores were 485 and 495. The Engineers try again tomorrow when they challenge Harvey Mudd at Claremont. Mudd defeated CIT earlier this year 352. Next time for tomorrow’s meeting is 1 p.m.

Caltech Athletic Director Warren G. (Webb) Emery announced last Monday the times at which the Scott Brown Gymnasium and its facilities will be available for recreational use by the Caltech community during the third term. Mr. Emery added that there has apparently been much confusion in the past concerning the recreational schedule. This term’s setup provides the opportunity for extracurricular use of the gym by all interested individuals every day Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. On Saturdays the facilities will be available from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. For those seeking physical recreation on the Sabbath, the gymnasium will be open from 12 noon until 5 p.m.

Random recreation

In addition to the daily scheduled activities above, there are certain other isolated times when one may use the gym. Specifically, Wednesday and Friday afternoons from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. are available; so is Tuesday from 3 to 4 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. are specifically designated for Graduate Students’ Recreation Nights; undergraduates are welcome on a space-available basis. Monday, Wednesday, Friday evenings from 6 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. are set aside for any individual, or group which has made reservations. These time spaces were designated especially for Inter-house and/or Discobola teams in mind.

After Interhouse basketball is over, limited space will be available on a space-available basis; from 6 p.m. on, Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. This brings the total time which facilities will be available to approximately 50 hours per week.

MuchAdo About... by Creasy

In the beginning there was spring training for intercollegiate football players, even at Caltech. Last week’s snow on Mount Wilson, this week’s rain in Pasadena, and the fact that this is April 6 are definite proof that spring is here. But the practice is a bucketful of ashes, and CIT gridiron doesn’t greet the opening of spring with flying cross-body blocks or fill the air over the practice field with genuine pigskin anymore. They now possess the ordnance until early September when they get a two-week jump on those colleges that did have spring training. PATAC rules provide that this procedure may be followed in lieu of spring football.

Caltech head football coach, Bert LaBrucherie, and his staff believe that the early start in September is better suited for Tech than the traditional combination of spring training and a later start to the fall. There are at least three reasons why I am inclined to disagree with this point of view.

First of all, potential football players are generally more likely to turn out for practice in April while they are already on campus than in September when they are at home dreading the start of classes. Sure enough, Teckers have classes in April, but football would be just the change of pace they could use after a rough day of trolling. To think that the players would learn the basic skills better in September than in April would be naive, so we can dismiss that possibility right away. Nobody would really benefit any more from starting early in September than by having spring training.

My second reason takes the interests of the football players into account. The typical college student (and especially a Tecker) invariably works during the summer vacation if he can. So, we can eliminate that possibility right away. Nobody would really benefit any more from starting early in September than by having spring training.

One more thing. Football coaches are extremely more grudging in September than they are in April. That’s my third reason.
# CALTECH THIRD-TERM CALENDAR 1967

- **Sponsored by Beckman Auditorium**
- **Prepared by ASCIT**

## Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Note on Prices:** Discounts are already included. Double entries: First is student price; second is ASCIT price. | **Legend:**
- D—Darney Lounge
- W—WInnett Lounge
- A—Atheneum Luncheon
- Y—YMCA Lounge
- **No—Tickets not required** |  |  |  | **APRIL 7** |  |
|  |  |  |  |  | 8:00 Drama Club |  |
|  |  |  |  |  | "Under the Swiss Tree" |  |
|  |  |  |  |  | B Yes $.50 |  |
| **9** | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 |
| 8:15 Pacific String Quartet | Dr. William J. Boyer | B No. | 12:00 "If Science Preserving a German Beauty," Marshall Windseil, A Yes $.50 | 12:00 "Latin America: The Laboratory of Modernization," Anselm Street, Y No. | 12:00 "Latin America: Social Development and Revolution," Kansas Street, A Yes $.50 | 8:10 Caltech Wind Ensemble, B Yes $.50, Free. |
|  | 8:15 "The Laser Oscillator Project," Dr. W. K. H. Yost, B No. | 8:00 Bishop’s "Elephant Call" and "Expectation and the Rule," $5.50, 2.75, 2.00, 1.25. | 2:45 "Science, Morality and Government Control," Marshall Windseil, Y No. | 2:15 "Stability in Asia and Africa," Charles W. Yost, D No. | 8:30 Student and Alumni Business of India and Japan, B Yes $.50 - 2.1. | 9:00 Bishop’s Players, "Do You Know the Holiday Way?" W Yes $.50. |
| 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 |
| 8:15 "The Stability of the Continents," Dr. Arthur J. Boyert, B No. | 2:00 "Latin America: The Laboratory of Modernization," Kansas Street, Y No. | 12:00 "Latin America: Social Development and Revolution," Kansas Street, A Yes $.50. | 12:00 "Stability in Asia and Africa," Charles W. Yost, D No. | 8:30 Caltech Wind Ensemble, B Yes $.50, Free. | 8:00 Student and Alumni Business of India and Japan, B Yes $.50 - 2.1. | 9:00 Bishop’s Players, "Do You Know the Holiday Way?" W Yes $.50. |
| 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 |
| 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 |
| 8:15 Clarion Ensemble | 8:15 "Atomic Nuclear Power," Dr. Jack Edward McKey, B No. | 8:15 "The Stanford Two Mile Electron Accelerator," Dr. W. K. H. Yost, B No. | 8:15 "Strange Phenomena near the Absolute Zero of Temperature," Dr. Eugene H. Gregory, B No. | 12:00 "Lost," Wine Fish B Closed. | **LOST** | **WEEK-END** |
| 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 |
| **WEEK-END** | 8:15 "Fierce Free Radicals and Interstellar Space," Dr. G. W. Robinson, B No. | **12:00 Talent Show Retained** | **12:00 Talent Show Retained** | **12:00 ASCIT Sports Car Rally and Party** | 8:30 ASCIT Talent Production, "A Game of Chance Played in the Rain," B Yes $.50 Free. | 8:30 ASCIT Talent Production, "A Game of Chance Played in the Rain," B Yes $.50 Free. |
| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 |
| 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | **JUNE 1** | 2 | 3 |
| **SENIOR FINALS** | **SENIOR FINALS** | **SENIOR FINALS** | **SENIOR FINALS** | **SENIOR FINALS** | **SENIOR FINALS** | **SENIOR FINALS** |
| 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 |
| **FINALS** | **FINALS** | **FINALS** | **FINALS** | **FINALS** | **FINALS** | **FINALS** |
| 4:30 Commencement | 4:30 Commencement | 4:30 Commencement | 4:30 Commencement | 4:30 Commencement | 4:30 Commencement | 4:30 Commencement |